1. Introduction

Today design automation of technical objects is an important factor for the increase of the designers’ labor productivity. However, it isn’t developed enough. Nowadays achievements in this area are rather insignificant in comparison with achievements in mechanical engineering in general. In the work [1] Petrenko observed that in the twentieth century the labor productivity in mechanical engineering increased much more, than the labor productivity of developers, who designed new equipment.

It is noted that complexity and volumes of projects tend to double every 10 years. Developers use rather old and well-known design methods for the automation of only separate design operations, which doesn’t significantly contribute to the increase of their labor productivity. The latter depends on the use of traditional design methods, which aren’t optimized, and the job management, which isn’t controlled enough and doesn’t provide the optimization of non-manufacturing actions. All these are reasons of the designers’ lagging behind the general increase of the industrial manufacturing.

Therefore, there is an urgent need to solve this complex problem and to develop the full-function system for design works automation. Further, under the system for design works automation (CAD system) we will consider the set of programming and information means, which help to exclude the expert from a contour of the design process management.

Based on this provision it is necessary to automate the whole design process from the development of Terms of Reference to the formation of the completed project and its transferring to the client, but not only separate design operations, as it takes place nowadays. Such full-function CAD system would provide both the design automation of technical objects and the job management of the whole design process. In consequence, it will increase the designers’ labor productivity. This determines the topicality of the CAD system development for the management of the performance of all kinds of works at design organizations and design subdivisions of industrial enterprises.
2. Literature review and problem statement

Nowadays there are many available sources concerning CAD systems. First of all, we analysed the works where the authors were focused on the development and the creation of systems for design works automation.

Today the tendency of the transition from the computerization of separate manufacturing operations to the computerized integrated manufacturing (Computer Integrated Manufacturing – CIM) is conventional [2]. It is a modern approach to manufacturing: by computer means to control the whole design process and the product (object) lifecycle from its design to its operation by the final consumer. At the same time, the important place is taken by the computer-oriented design (Computer-aided design – CAD) – CAM.

Commercial software solutions of CAD/CAM systems for the industry can be purchased easily. These solutions or systems, however, can’t be connected together in a smooth way, in other words, they can’t be included to the integrated environment [3]. To combine different CAD/CAM solutions, the additional applied software is required to support data exchange in information systems at industrial enterprises. The authors of the work [4] make a conclusion about the impossibility of the majority of the modern architectures to support data integration; they can’t connect different applications of the CAD/CAM software for data exchange on the basis of the STEP standard (ISO 10303) and can’t include the applied software for collaborative work of users. It is offered to develop additional «layers» of the software with temporal data storage in databases. The process of information exchange includes multistep overwriting of data and the validation performance. This process is difficult to computerize.

Another way out of this situation is to use CAD means of the software with open architecture for needs [5]. The following concept of different CAD means as a basis for the implementation of industrial requirements according to these systems and for the cooperation with developers and suppliers of systems is offered. Interfaces of access of various system cores are implemented for the interaction of a CAD systems network. The authors of the work [6] support the idea of an open architecture, offer to standardize information in databases, insist on the publication of program interfaces. They also advocate for support of a heterogeneous network of the program components functioning on hardware of different vendors by the modern CAD systems.

Web technologies continue to grow quickly. The Internet is becoming available everywhere. The ability to interact with online information is provided. The integration of Web applications and services into the software of CAD means is essential. The idea of Web-oriented development of CAD systems is developed in the work [7].

Results of the work [8] confirm the following two provisions. Web technologies allow to expand the functional possibilities of program CAD means and provide the participants of the design process with convenient means of communications for the discussion of design results.

Researchers pay considerable attention to development of the CAD systems architecture on the basis of a common information space by the use of software products of various vendors. Solutions on the basis of the STEP standard (ISO 10303) [9] and the use of additional system for product data management (PDM systems) are most often proposed. The nontrivial processing of diverse data formats, the availability of specific documented instructions, but not the general guidelines, and the mandatory user intervention to the process of data processing are noted. All of them aren’t conducive to proper computerization.

Currently, basic processes of technical objects design aren’t supported by technologies which are based on knowledge. The CAD software supports only pre-selected algorithms [10]. The FfCAD system is considered. It processes the processes of object-oriented engineering design in the environment, based on knowledge which integrates CAD files with technical requirements. All documents are semantically annotated and connected among themselves with the help of the structured ontology background. The FfCAD system allows to receive semantic services. This approach allows to organize general management of technical object design and can’t serve as a basis for influence on the performance of specific design procedures. Each of propositions concerns a specific design object and offers a pre-selected design algorithm. Such situation doesn’t allow to use gained achievements for design of other objects by replication or to use as completed templates.

The insufficient attention is paid to the automation of the design processes management in the available publications. Work of designers isn’t tracked systematically. Statistical data for the reasonable planning of design works aren’t generalized and there are difficulties according to the adoption of reasonable decisions about it and the planning of design works.

3. The Aim and Research Tasks

The aim of this paper is to develop the architecture of CAD system for design works automation on the basis of computerized methods of the technical objects design.

To achieve this aim it is necessary to solve the following research tasks:

- to carry out the system analysis of the design process performance;
- to offer such order of the design process, which would be appropriate for its implementation using the means of CAD system and for its management;
- to develop the information model of the design process as the conceptual basis for development of the CAD system project.

4. Investigation of the Design Process and Its Realization by the Means of CAD System

Considering the design process [11–14] as the process of information transformation from the Terms of Reference (ToR) into information, which describes the completed design solution, CAD systems belong to the class of information systems. The design of information systems of various purposes has been investigated for many years. Thus, the substantial experience is gained in this area [15–17]. Its main provision is the carrying out of the pre-design research, during which the subject area description is formed, typical elements and relations between them are defined.

It is quite clear that the rationally performed analysis of the CAD system functioning, in time determined features of system components and their functioning substantially predetermine the successful realization of the information system and its maintenance.
4.1. Working principles of the proposed CAD System

According to the national standard 22487-77 «Проектирование автоматизированных систем. Термины и определения» computer-aided design systems are defined as a set of the computer-aided design means, which are interconnected with necessary subdivisions of the design organization or group of experts (users of the system, who carry out the computer-aided design). Thus, the following model of the CAD system architecture is proposed (Fig. 1).

A CAD system is composed of the certain set of the computing machinery means. This set is aimed at supporting the solution of such tasks, on which the system is configured.

This provision we can consider as a fact because each CAD system has its own branch specifics (the construction of automobiles, planes, steamships, machines, weapon objects, furniture etc.), taking into account the development perspectives. It is also assumed that the technical means of the CAD system include the material media for the storage and the use of the other various supports for the CAD system functioning.

The CAD system, as the system that implements information technologies of design, is composed of the staff (Fig. 1). It provides services, which support the work of the proposed CAD system. The staff includes the following:

– a supervisor, who organizes and provides the working capacity of the whole system in general;

– several subdivisions, which implement the complex of works for the support of the working capacity of the CAD system and its development in the certain directions.

The CAD system interacts with the environment mainly in two directions.

Firstly, the CAD system constantly has to be improved, be adjusted to all new requirements, i.e. to develop itself [17]. In this case, CAD system developers receive the ToR for the creation of new design procedures or for the modernization of existing ones etc. through the supervisor or the authorized employee (right unit in Fig. 1). These developers also perform the development of corresponding software, methodical and information support and transfer it for testing and further use.

Secondly, the CAD system interacts with the organizations of designers (left unit in Fig. 1), each of which has certain powers. The chief manager stands at the high level of such organization. This person is responsible for the whole project, establishes deadlines of its performance, accomplishes the strategic planning and external communications and distributes resources. The chief designer of the project is also at the high level of the management, but he has other responsibilities. This person performs the conceptual design (makes system decisions), defines the search directions of design decisions for components (subsystems) of the designed object, and controls the most responsible design procedures. Supervisors of groups, which are specialized in the design of separate objects and subsystems, which are the part of the designed object, form the medium level of the design organization. They make decisions according to the design process within their competences, form the ToR for design of subsystems of medium-low level in the structure of the design object and can also perform the design procedures. Designers, who are at the low level of the hierarchy of the design organization, perform separate design and engineering operations.

One person within implementation of one project can also have several levels of powers. For example, if the organization has enough financial resources, it can hire two employees as the chief manager and the chief designer of the project. In another case, the organization hires one employee, who combines responsibilities of both positions. The organization of works performance within the design organization as separate activities has a wide dissemination and provides the possibility of the participation of one person in various activities at the same time.

The ToR (Fig. 1, Terms of Reference – ToR) is the input for the proposed CAD system. When the last one gets new ToR, it is the sign of the formation of a new design process. All authorized employees of the organization, who are registered in the CAD system and received certain powers, interact with this design process. Designers use all available resources of both the organization and the CAD system in order to satisfy their needs (performance of functional responsibilities, design works, tasks, etc.).

The ToR is subject to the system analysis. The conformity of the technical object, which is designed according to this ToR, to that technical system, in which it will operate, is established during this system analysis. Only with the conformity of ToR conditions to the functioning conditions of the mentioned system, project will be developed. Otherwise, the ToR is amended. The described procedure is called external design and performed once as a separate action.

It is expedient to perform all the subsequent design steps by the principle of gradual detailing of the description of the designed technical object [14]. This description is decomposed from top to down into simpler parts. At each step the designed technical object is presented as a set of defined components. They can be both simple elements and complex subsystems. In turn, these complex subsystems again are decomposed into simpler parts etc. This process continues until all complex subsystems will be represented by the set of simple elements.

Fig. 1. The conceptual scheme of CAD system functioning
Components descriptions with both known and unknown parameters can be at any step of the decomposition. If the components descriptions contain defined parameters, they are completed design results. Unknown parameters of the components descriptions are defined from a mathematical model of the designed component by the parametric synthesis. Thus, by the results of each step of the decomposition of the designed object description, we have specific values of all parameters, which are used. At this stage the following three variants are possible:

1) the formed component description corresponds to an available product (a detail, a node, a mechanism, a unit etc.); the development process stops and the project gets the link on it;

2) the formed component description corresponds to a certain detail; the design process comes to the end and the ToR for the constructive processing of the detail is formed;

3) the formed component description corresponds to a subsystem, the structure of which meanwhile is unknown; the ToR for its design is formed; the parameters of this ToR have already passed the system verification of the conformity of the designed component to its suprasystem.

Each design solution that implements the specified ToR and includes chosen components and their parameters, is recorded in one or more design documents of the same or different types, the quantity of which is limited (drawings, text documents, electronic models etc.). The design solution is checked, evaluated and approved through the documents.

Manufacturing task is formed for the development of each document. Corresponding employee is assigned to perform each manufacturing task. The latter is implemented during the manufacturing operation. Each manufacturing operation, which includes the performance of design works, has its own deadline. Some of them can be finished in a few hours; others can last for several working shifts etc. Each manufacturing operation is formed by the corresponding manager in the proposed system with the possibility of its editing.

Other components of CAD system (software, hardware, methodological and other types of support), as well as involved staff, do not create complications for the formation of their information descriptions. They are generally presented by the examples in works on databases [18, 19].

On the basis of the performed design process analysis, the following model of information support of this process was made (Fig. 2).

Archive (Fig. 2, Archive) is a place of access to project information for the purpose of support of all subsequent stages of a technical object life cycle. The ToR (Fig. 2, ToR) is recorded in the system and reduced to the form, which is acceptable in the selected information technology of design. By the design results the complete description of the designed object is formed with the use of a package of applied design programs (Fig. 2, unit A) and is transferred to a current status of the project (Fig. 2, CPrS). This process is controlled and managed. Then the design documentation of the completed project (Fig. 2, IPr) is formed. According to the ToR requirements the description of the designed object is transformed to the form, which the customer requires and is transferred to him as the design documentation (Fig. 2, DD).

4. 2. Organization of Interaction between Users and System

Each user logs in the CAD system using the client program (CIP). Users have their own status in the CAD system. According to this, the system provides them with various powers and the certain opportunities.

Fig. 3 shows the general scheme of the organization of interaction between users and the CAD system by displaying the basic information flows. Hereinafter numbers of information flows are presented in the parentheses.

Each user’s request (1) to the system is recorded in a log-book LB.

![Fig. 2. Conceptual model of information flows during the design using CAD system](image1)

![Fig. 3. Scheme of the interaction between users and the CAD system](image2)
The user can only declare about his manufacturing activity (that he is available and ready for work) or can immediately make a request for receiving his established tasks for performance or can report about the continuation of the performance of the postponed earlier design procedure.

This system receives the message from the user (2), analyzes the current tasks MO (3) and sends the interactive message (4) to the user through its control program MCADS.

In response to the result of the user’s accepted decision (5), the CAD system provides the user with the opportunity to carry out the planned tasks. This decision is also recorded in a log-book LB (6).

It is quite clear that each of the user’s new requests to the CAD system is accompanied by the process of his identification in the system, which happens in coordination with the information about performers of this design organization E.

**4. 3. Organization of the Typical Design Operations Performance**

Components of the CAD system, which are involved in the design operations performance, are shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4. Scheme of the performance of typical design operations](image1)

The user takes design operation for the performance, which is provided to him by the CAD system from the current tasks MO (7). He chooses the detailed description of a design assignment from the current state of the information description of the structure of the designed technical object (8). The user has the opportunity to influence the design process (9).

For the ToR implementation, the performer uses templates of the already processed typical design solutions (10), and templates of design documents (11), which are corresponding to them. All of them are available to the performer from the repository of templates RofT, where templates of design solutions models and templates of documents are stored. Parameters of the chosen variant of the design solution are brought into conformity to the ToR requirements by the impact (9), using one program from the package of applied design programs P ADP , which is needed for the performance of the defined design operation. As a result, specific values of parameters are formed and transmitted (12) into the current project state repository CPRS also by the impact (9).

The CAD system automatically forms tasks for checking and approving of the design solution after receiving the user’s message about its readiness.

Design operation receives the status «done» after making the decision about its approval. In case of existence of completed design components descriptions with defined parameters, they are replaced in the information description of the designed object structure ObjS (13). The updated current state of this structural description allows the chief designer of the project to analyze the progress of the design process performance.

**4. 4. Organization of the Atypical Design Operations Performance**

**4. 4. 1. Formation of the ToR**

Processes of the main atypical design operations performance are presented in Fig. 5.

The new ToR is formed according to the conditions of the CAD system or, otherwise, the available ToR can be converted to the form, which is corresponding to the requirements of the accepted design technology and to the information description. In this case, the designer (9) uses all needed templates (10), (11) from the repository of templates RofT for the ToR formation.

![Fig. 5. Scheme of the performance of atypical design operations](image2)
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And after the corresponding actions (editing, negotiations with the client etc.), he fills in the ToR templates and transmits (12) into the current project state repository CPrS. After the corresponding concordances and approval, and after its conversion to the accepted form, the ToR becomes the normative document and is transferred (20) to the repository of documents of implemented projects RoIPr for storing and, if necessary, is added to a package of the design documentation DD.

In case of a contract acceptance for the implementation, the requirements of the designed technical object are transferred to the Terms of Reference structure ToR (14) along with the main contract requirements (15) to the contract structure Contr and the new project is initiated and described (16) in the project structure Pr.

4. 4. 2. Formation of an Initial Project State

If the project is approved for development or an additional element is added to its structure, using this information (Fig. 5) (17) from the project structure Pr, the manager with certain powers adds (18) new elements to the information description of the designed technical object structure ObjS and forms the corresponding manufacturing operations (19) in the current tasks MO for the planning of their implementation.

4. 4. 3. Formation of tasks for performance of simple design operations

Simple design operations are considered as those that don't lead to structural changes in the designed technical object and don't require modeling performance.

The new document is added to the project structure Pr (16), and the corresponding additional manufacturing operation is added (19) to the current tasks MO.

If all design solutions of the project are approved and the ToR for performance is absent, the project is considered as implemented and all its contents are transferred (20) into the repository of documents of implemented projects RoIPr, where all approved models and documents of projects are stored. For external use necessary documents are selected and the set of design documentation DD of the certain project is prepared (21).

5. Information models of main types of CAD system supports

The software of the proposed system consists of the programs set, seen in Eq. (1), which are necessary for its functioning:

\[ SW = CIP \cup MCADS \cup PADPS, \]

where SW – description of the CAD system software; CIP – client program; MCADS – control program «Monitoring of CAD systems»; PADP – package of applied design programs.

The information support (IS) of this CAD system consists of a set of system and applied IS, shown in Eq. (2):

\[ IS = sIS \cup aIS, \]

where IS – description of the CAD system information support; sIS – system information support; aIS – applied information support.

As the applied information support aIS concerns the description of particular designed objects, it has individual and specific character and in this paper isn't considered. Fig. 3–5 show the application of information support and connections between its components. It is involved during the performance, maintenance and management of each of the projects. This information support makes the system information support of the system for design works automation. It provides the efficiency of the system, which architecture is offered. In general, the complete description of this system information support is given by the Eq. (3):

\[ sIS = ToR \cup Contr \cup Pr \cup ObjS \cup MO \cup CPrS \cup RoIPr \cup E \cup LB, \]

where ToR – Terms of Reference; Contr – contracts; Pr – projects; ObjS – structural description of the designed technical object; MO – manufacturing operations; CPrS – current project state; RoIPr – repository of documents of implemented projects; E – users (experts); LB – log-book.

6. Discussion of the proposed architectural solution of CAD system

The mutually agreed solution that provides the automation of the main types of works of the design documentation development by CAD system means is received. At the same time the implementation of monitoring of the progress of each manufacturing operation performance, for the purpose of reasonable management of this process as the manufacturing process is provided. These functions aren't inherent to the existing design systems yet, and are implemented by means of separate systems. Thus, such situation doesn't provide the declared unity of information space even within one stage of the technical object lifecycle – design.

The proposed solution involves the use existing or better specialized software and information support for the automation of specific design operations. From the point of view of the design process management it is provided to perform the functions of the project management (Project Management), the project data management (Project Data Management) and works flows (Work Flow) using a single platform.

This organization of the CAD system functioning as the organizational system can be used for implementation of the system for automation of the technological documents development.

7. Conclusions

As a result of the performed researches it is found that little attention is paid to the issues of management of the design works computerization. To implement the possibilities of the design process management the following tasks were solved:

1. System analysis of the design process of technical objects for the purpose of development of the system for the design works automation is carried out. The connections of the system for the design works automation with the external environment that allow both to perform the design and to improve and develop the system itself are offered. The need of existence of three software types for the system functioning is set: the client program for interaction between a designer and
the system, the monitoring program for tracking of a system status and the package of applied design programs, which implement the process of the design works computerization.

2. The reasonable performance of design works using the «top-down» scheme is presented. According to it each object is designed as a system. Each subsystem involved in a project must consist of the ToR for its design.

3. The information model for the design process support is composed. This model supports the structure of the technical objects projects and provides the formalization of the design process description.

Thus, at the conceptual level the architectural solution of the system for design works automation at organizations is received.
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